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** UPDATED FOR 2022! **IN THIS BOOK, YOU WILL LEARN:- How to avoid common

mistakes almost every home seller makes- What turn-offs make buyers want to run the other

way- What is the most appealing smell to home buyers- Effective ways to prepare your home

for a showing or open house- What small things buyers notice, that you may overlook- Buyer

psychology, small changes that make a big impact- Things to consider before an open house-

How to live in your home while it is on the market- Simple improvements that make a big return

on investment- The right plants you should have in each room- Ways to boost your curb appeal

without busting your wallet- How to help buyers envision themselves living in your home- How

to stage everything from mantles and shelves to cabinets and closets- Packing up before you

list, what should go and what can stay- Little ways to stand out from the competition and leave

a lasting impression- And so much more!!!Whether it’s a studio apartment, 2-bedroom condo,

3-bedroom townhouse or 4+ bedroom home, selling your home can be a crazy and hectic time.

Eliminate some of your stress by learning what to do to before putting your house on the

market and what to do while it is actively for sale.This e-book offers 101 easy-to-implement

tips, tricks, and techniques that you can start doing today to ensure your home looks its best

and sells quickly for top dollar. Don’t leave money on the table because you didn’t read this

book! These tips got me top dollar when I sold my homes, now it's your turn.
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FastINTRODUCTIONWho am I and why am I writing this book? Good question. This book

was the suggestion of a friend…and also my mom. A while back my friend was contemplating

putting her home on the market. She knew I had quickly sold my last two homes and have

helped several other friends successfully prepare their homes for sale.Later, my friend emailed

me and asked me if I had any advice about preparing her home for sale. I responded and

before I knew it an hour had gone by and I was still writing. I wrapped up my oversized email

and hit send. I wish I had an inspirational story about how all of my advice helped sell her

home the first week it was on the market but I don’t. They decided not to sell after all.

However, she did suggest that I put all of the content from my email into a book.So, what are

my credentials? Have I been a real estate agent for 20+ years? No. Have I successfully

flipped over a dozen homes in the last 24 months? Nope. Thanks to the life-changing

invention of DVR, did I record and watch every episode of Sell This House, Flip This House,

Flip or Flop, and Love It or List It? Sure did. Did I comb through dozens of home selling blogs

and real estate websites for tips and tricks? Yup. Did I read every book and magazine on

decorating and staging a home that I could get my hands on? You betcha. Have I spent

countless hours looking at pictures of other homes for sale on websites like Realtor, Zillow and

Trulia for inspiration? Naturally. Did I have Pinterest boards upon Pinterest boards of staging

ideas? Um, yeah. Do I have a tendency to go overboard? A tad. BUT, did I have my first

home under contract after only nine days on the market? Yes. Did I receive three bids within

the first week of listing my second home? Yes. I credit this to the fact that I spent an

enormous time researching what to do and what not to do in preparing and maintaining your

home for sale. Plus, I have OCD and the aforementioned tendency to go overboard on most

everything I do, so that may have come in to play a little. Oh, and also my mother said that this

would be a good book and that I should write it. Besides, she wouldn’t lie and she is totally

unbiased when it comes to her only daughter. Right??IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU?Are you

outgrowing your current home and need to sell in order to buy a bigger home? Is your nest

empty and now you are ready to downsize? Have you been relocated for work and need to

move quickly? Has your house been sitting on the market longer than you would like? Are you

getting traffic but no offers? For whatever reason you need to, want to, or are currently trying to

sell your home, this book offers strategies to help speed up your sale. This is assuming you

will review the comps in your area and decide on a reasonable listing price with your real

estate agent. Keep in mind, if your house is overpriced, you will be competing with other

homes that likely have more to offer than yours. To add to that, you won’t get views from

buyers that are in the range you should be because they won’t be searching in your high price

point.IT’S ALL ABOUT THE LAZY SUSANBefore we get into the tips, I want to share a story of

how I learned that little details could make a huge difference when selling your house. My first

home was kind of a flip in the making. I purchased a very dated home that had circa 1950's

brown metal kitchen cabinets and plastic bathroom wall tile. I spent the five years I lived there

slowly updating it. One of the updates I made before listing the home was replacing those ugly

metal cabinets in the kitchen. I was able to salvage and install used, but much more modern

cabinets, that my brother was replacing in his house. Sweet, free cabinets! Two of the corner

cabinets even had two-tiered Lazy Susans. Bonus!Photo by Chispita_666 on FoterPrior to

listing my house, my neighbor across the street had their home on the market for many months

with very little action. I was definitely getting nervous thinking I would be in the same boat as

them and to add to it we would be competing with each other for a sale. On top of that, this



was happening in early 2009, a few months after the market crashed in late 2008.
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31 Days to a Staged Home: A Step-by-Step Staging Guide for Preparing Your Home to Wow

the Market, Outshine Your Competition: Home Staging Strategies to Sell Your Property Faster
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Reina, “Excellent!!. There is so much wonderful advice here that I plan to read it again! I

highlighted so many passages with different colors that there is not much white left! I’ve read a

number of books on staging and preparing your house to sell, but this one tops them all!”

Ron B, “An easy read for me. Title: Humorous read with valuable infoReview: I have read

several books lately about staging my home so I can list it soon. This one was by far the best,

it had information the others didn't cover. Plus, it was broken down into bite-sized pieces of

info that sometimes were quite funny.  The pictures were helpful, too.”

Thomas J Woods II, “I bought this book because I am currently trying to .... I bought this book

because I am currently trying to sell my home. It has been for sale for over four months with no

offers. The problem is my new house is finished and as of last week I am paying two

mortgages. I am willing to try anything that will get my old house sold. After reading this book I

didn't realize how many minor mistakes I was making. Plus, it gave me enough new things to

try and made such a difference that my realtor has agreed to post some new pictures of the

house and hold another open house!  Let's hope this does the trick!”
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Rere, “Informative book. Lots of good info. I would liked to have seen the pictures, but when

clicking on the little camera icon, nothing happened. Would also have liked to have had some

actual decorating tips, like dressing a coffee table, etc.”

bfirst, “MUST HAVE!. I almost didn't buy this book after reading the 3-star review. I am glad I

went ahead and purchased it anyway. I felt it was chock full of useful information. I didn't

realize just how many things I have been overlooking as I am prepping my house to sell. There

are several other houses for sale in my development right now and I was worried about

competition. I feel like my house is going to stand out from the rest now. This book is a MUST

HAVE for any home seller!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “GOOD IDEAS. Fun to read and full of great tips and easy fixes. My

house sold in 2 weeks.”

dwigmore, “Loved the book. Loved the book. I used several of the tips from the book while

selling my house and I received multiple offers over asking price.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing ideas for any home for sale or not.. This book was mega helpful

for me. It's a good practice even if you are not moving. Use this around holidays and events

that you host in your home. Thanks for the great tips!! : )”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 16 people have provided feedback.
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